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ADL HONORS NEW JERSEY DIRECTOR OF HOMELAND 

SECURITY AND PREPAREDNESS JARED MAPLES WITH 2018 
‘ADL MAKING A DIFFERENCE AWARD’ 

  
NEWARK, NJ— The New York/New Jersey Anti-Defamation League (ADL) announced that it has honored the 
Director of the New Jersey Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness with the 2018 ADL Making a 
Difference Award at its Annual New Jersey Securing Justice Awards Dinner, on Monday, December 17 in 
Newark. 
 
The ADL Making a Difference Award was established to honor and recognize an individual or group’s 
contributions to ADL’s mission of ‘securing justice and fair treatment to all’. 
 
“Director Maples has made great strides in connecting communities of faith with each other and with law 
enforcement, bridging gaps in communication before emergency situations happen so that the New Jersey 
community can work together instead of individually before calamity strikes,” said Evan R. Bernstein, Director 
of ADL’s New York/New Jersey Regional Office. “For these reasons, we are thrilled to honor Jared Maples as 
he continues to serve as an inspiration for our community.” 
 
Nancy K. Baron-Baer, Director of ADL’s Philadelphia Region, which serves southern New Jersey said, 
“Director Maples has earned the admiration of many, chief among them ADL, by continuing to lead by example 
through his tactful management of the New Jersey Law Enforcement and Intelligence Community and the 
collaboration he has built with local communities.” 
 
“The New Jersey community feels more secure and interconnected through Director Maples’ efforts,” said Ross 
A. Pearlson, Advisory Board Chair for ADL’s New Jersey Region. “They embody not only the values of the 
award but, without any doubt, those of ADL as an organization.” 
 
“I am truly honored to receive the 2018 ADL Making a Difference Award,” said Jared Maples, Director of the 
New Jersey Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness. “The relationship between my Office and the 
ADL was born in the spirit of collaboration. It flourished due to our organizations’ mutual goal of striving to 
make our communities safer, stronger, and more resilient.  I am happy to say that together we will continue to 
make that goal a reality and ensure that there is no place for hate in New Jersey.” 
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A simple call or email has the possibility of saving countless lives and thwarting a potential terrorist attack. Even 
if you believe the information you provide may not constitute an immediate threat, it could be a piece of a larger 
puzzle. Notify your local authorities and NJOHSP’s Counterterrorism Watch desk at 1-866-4-SAFE-NJ or 
tips@njohsp.gov. 

### 
 

The New Jersey Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness (NJOHSP), a Cabinet-level agency, was created in 2006. The 
Director serves as the Governor’s Homeland Security Advisor, and is responsible for leading and coordinating the State’s 
counterterrorism, cybersecurity, and emergency preparedness efforts while building resiliency throughout the State across all levels of 
government and the private sector. NJOHSP oversees and distributes discretionary State and federal homeland security and emergency 
preparedness funds on behalf of New Jersey. More information about NJOHSP can be found at www.njhomelandsecurity.gov. 
 
ADL is a leading anti-hate organization. Founded in 1913 in response to an escalating climate of anti-Semitism and bigotry, its timeless 
mission is to protect the Jewish people and to secure justice and fair treatment for all. Today, ADL continues to fight all forms of hate 
with the same vigor and passion. ADL is the first call when acts of anti-Semitism occur. A global leader in exposing extremism, 
delivering anti-bias education and fighting hate online, ADL’s ultimate goal is a world in which no group or individual suffers from 
bias, discrimination or hate. More at www.adl.org. 
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